ADVISORY

Sub - Deputing officer for procurement and depot inspection.

As per instruction issued vide circular no. 107/2016 dated 13.04.2016, Headquarters Vigilance Squads should make a visit at least once in each procurement season i.e. RMS and KMS in each sensitive district. Zonal Vigilance Squad should make at least two visits in a season to each sensitive district/depot.

Accordingly, squads were constituted by Zonal Offices for inspection of rice being procured for KMS 2017-18 in sensitive districts. However, it has come to the notice of Hqrs that few squads have been constituted comprising officers from Accounts and Legal division and they have been allocated particular districts. Deputing officer from Accounts and Legal division seems lacking any plausible justification as their sphere of function do not suggest deputing them for inspection of sensitive field operations like rice procurement and that too, in heavy turnover sensitive districts.

The aforesaid order issued has been viewed adversely by CMD and it has been directed to advise field offices to desist from introducing such irrational and inappropriate practice.

Above direction of CMD may be noted for strict compliance.

(Sanjeev Gautam)
General Manager (Vigilance)

Copy to –

All Executive Director (Zone)
All General Manager (Region)
General Manger (Vig. Squad), FCI, Hqrs.